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The most advanced online education resource. 

NauticEd is the world’s most advanced online, e-learning, boating 
education resource.  It educates sailors and power boaters across a 
broad spectrum of operations on-board modern 30-50
foot vessels.

All NauticEd courses are offered via 10 key learning modules plus a 
variety of clinics and mini modules focusing on specific manufacturer 
products.  In each of the modules and clinics, students learn important 
lessons about various aspects of boating.  The mini modules encompass 
everything from operating specific makes and models of boats to 
learning about equipment.  Tests are given via NauticEd's proprietary e-
Learning and e-Testing technology.

Upon passing each course, certificates are provided to students.  
Certification levels mark each student's progress in depth of knowledge.

A personalized resume is also available online.  This resume shows 
each student's certification levels, and can show charter companies 
worldwide the competency of the student.

Over time, NauticEd students can return to add sailing certifications, 
get recertified, and to take a clinic to update and improve theoretical 
and practical sailing skills.
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NauticEd can help you brush up on your 
sailing skills.

Learning to sail takes more than a weekend certification 
course.  Sailing is a lifestyle and NauticEd will give you the 
educational background you need to match your theoretical 
knowledge of sailing with your practical skills.  

Whether you've sailed before or not, our training program 
can help you improve your skills, lead a crew or just have 
more fun sailing.  Ultimately, NauticEd can teach you how to 
sail with 100% confidence in a variety of conditions.

Become a Certified NauticEd Captain.

Do you dream of captaining a boat and sailing to incredible 
places like the Caribbean, the South Pacific or the 
Mediterranean? Then NauticEd is the key to making your 
dream come true. 

Our Captain's graduation program is a series of 
comprehensive courses that teach in-depth skills. The program 
combines theoretical training with practical sailing experience 
and serves three main purposes:

  • To properly introduce boating to new sailing enthusiasts
  • To give new sailors the skill and confidence to easily 
     complete day sails
  • To help experienced sailors increase their depth of 
     knowledge to handle boats in various conditions

The program offers three certification levels.  Within the first 
tier, students get up-to-speed on simple theory and practical 
training. In latter tiers, students achieve greater levels of 
confidence in their skippering abilities and skills.

Under the Skipper To Captain program, NauticEd monitors 
each sailor’s progress with an online resume.  This system 
tracks the theory, certifications and practical experience 
gathered.  This comes in handy when you book your sailing 
vacations and need to provide your sailing experience to the 
charter companies.  

Each NauticEd Resume includes:

  • Theory certifications gained from NauticEd and
     other organizations
  • Practical experience gained through sailing
     and instruction
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